What is aging? Mechanistic answers to this question remain elusive despite decades of research. Here, we propose a mathematical model of cellular aging based on a model gene interaction network. Our model network is made of only non-aging components -the functionality of gene interactions decrease with a constant mortality rate. Death of a cell occurs in the model when an essential gene loses all of its interactions to other genes, equivalent to the deletion of an essential gene. Interactions among genes are modeled to be inherently stochastic due to limited numbers of functional molecules of gene products. We show that characteristics of biological aging, the exponential increase of mortality rate over time, can arise from this gene network model. Hence, we demonstrate that cellular aging is an emergent property of this model network. Our model predicts that the rate of aging, defined by the Gompertz coefficient, is proportional to the average number of active interactions per gene in the network and that stochastic heterogeneity of gene interactions is an important factor in shaping the dynamics of the aging process. This theoretic framework offers a mechanistic foundation for the pleiotropic nature of aging and can provide insights on interpretation of experimental data.
Introduction
Aging is a fundamental question in biology [24, 4, 9, 16] , and is observed in E coli, budding yeast, worm, fruit fly, mouse, human [22, 15, 14, 3, 4, 16] . Aging also occurs in complex machineries, such air planes and auto mobiles. In general, aging can be quantitatively defined by mortality rate µ (also known as the failure rate for machineries), which is the normalized declining rate of viability s Mortality rate: µ = − 1 s
where t is time, and f (t) is a function of time. Aging occurs when f (t) is a positive increasing function of time t, indicating that the chance of dying increases over age.
In general, the function f (t) can be either a power function for the Weibull model of aging (Eq 2) or an exponential function for the Gompertz model of aging (Eq 3).
In Eq 2, c 1 and c 2 are constants. In Eq 3, R is the initial mortality rate, and G is the Gompertz coefficient. G has a unit of 1/time and describes the acceleration of mortality rate µ over time, and hence is a proxy for the rate of aging. Based on a pathway-based and block-designed reliability model (referred to as GG01 hereafter), it was shown that Weibull model of aging occurs in relatively homogeneous systems such as machineries, and Gompertz model of aging occurs in relatively heterogeneous systems as in biology [5] . Given the quantitative definition of aging in Eq 1, if f (t) is a constant C, then the chance of dying remains unchanged over time, which indicates a non-aging system or organism. In this kind of non-aging organisms, individuals at different ages have the same chance of dying. The drop of viability s becomes an exponential function s = e −Ct , and is identical to the exponential decay of radioactive isotopes. Indeed, drop of viability in bacterial phage follows the exponential decay function [2] , indicating that bacterial phage is an non-aging biological system. (For clarity, non-aging is not immortal, and it only means constant mortality rate.) It can also be shown that constant mortality rate occurs when the Gompertz coefficient G = 0, indicating the rate of aging is zero in bacterial phages. It is therefore of importance to understand why many complex organisms age whereas simple organisms such as bacterial phages do not.
The budding yeast Sacchromyces cerevisiae is a proven model of cellular aging [20, 1] . Cellular aging, also known as the Hayflick limit [7] , is the basis of physiological aging [10] . Aging of yeast can be measured by replicative lifespan, the number of cell divisions that cells can accomplish before senescence, and chronological lifespan, the duration of time that cells can retain the proliferative capability in stationary phase [12] . Tremendous molecular insights on cellular aging have been gained by studying the budding yeast in recent years [20, 1] . Hundreds of genes were shown to influence aging when they were altered [8, 17] , yet no gene has been shown to be a direct cause of aging in yeast. Furthermore, genotypic contribution to cellular aging is estimated to be only around 20 ∼ 30% [19] . Hence, cellular aging is a stochastic process to a large extent, consistent with the argument that cellular aging is a process of stochastic accumulation of damages [10] . Yeast aging is clearly a complex process that can be influenced by many genetic, environmental, and random factors. There is a growing consensus that gene networks holds the key to understand the complexity of aging [13, 18, 21] . This complexity may manifested itself to seemingly conflicting observations when it is examined from different perspectives, such as varying experimental conditions and genetic backgrounds. This complexity may have in part contributed to some competing hypotheses in the field of yeast aging. Despite the stochasticity and complexity of aging, a universal characteristic exists at the demographic level: The logtransformed initial mortality rate and Gompertz coefficient is negatively correlated, often termed the Strehler-Mildvan correlation [23, 19] . This universality suggests a common principle underlying the stochastic aging process in many organisms.
To provide a theoretical foundation for cellular aging that accommodate the many facets of aging, we hypothesize that cellular aging is an emergent property of gene networks. An emergent property is generally defined as a property found at the systems level but not at the component levels. To demonstrate the emergence of cellular aging from gene networks, we need to show that aging can occur in a gene network with only non-aging components by definition. Specifically, we will show that the key characteristic of biological aging, the exponential increase of mortality rate over time, can emerge from a gene network made up by components with only constant mortality rates. Our gene network model of cellular aging can not only provide fresh mechanistic insights on aging, but will also shed lights on network robustness and its connection to aging.
Model and Results
We will build our network model for cellular aging stepby-step. We will start with the simplest version -a single network module with static interactions, then build a modular network, and finally introduce stochastic interactions into the model network. Because our goal is to prove aging as an emergent property at the systems level, we cannot use aging components in our model.
An essential network module with non-aging interactions
We first introduce the concept of an essential network module -the basic building block of our network model. There is one essential gene (solid black circle) and n number of non-essential genes (open circles) in each essential network module ( Figure 1 ). The biological function of the n interactions are assumed to decline with a constant mortality rate λ. In other words, these gene interactions are nonaging. For clarity, declining of functionality for non-aging interactions will be termed 'decay', and constant mortality rates will also be called decaying rates. When an essential gene loses all of its interactions, it is equivalent to the loss of an essential gene, and leads to failure of the entire system, i.e. cell death. The viability of each non-aging component is thus e −λt . To find out the viability of the entire module s m (the subscript m represents module) over time t, we assume that the decaying rates of gene interactions are independent to each other. We found
This essential module is equivalent to a reliability model system with n parallel components with constant mortality rate of λ [11, 5] (See Figure 5 .3b in reference [5] the mortality rate of the essential module, µ m is
1/λ, the above equation can be simplified to
This indicates that in early-life period, mortality rate of this essential network module increases as a power function of time.
When t 1/λ, Eq 5 can be simplified to
which indicates that the system mortality rate drops to the value of a single component in late-life period.
If there is only one interaction in the system, n = 1, the morality rate of the system is the constant λ. When the number of interaction n increases in the system, the systems behaves like an aging system whose mortality rate increase over time.
A network with multiple essential modules
We can now assemble m number of essential modules to build a network model of aging as in Figure 2 . To obtain analytic approximations, we assume that essential genes do not interact with each other. This assumption indicates the failure of essential modules are independent to each other, and the failure of any essential module leads the failure of entire network and cell death. This scenario is equivalent to the serial construction of blocks in GG01 model. The mortality rate of the entire gene network is thus
Hence, aging of this model network with multiple essential modules follows the Weibull model of aging in earlier life and plateaus in older life. Our task is to further modify this network model to produce the Gompertzian characteristic of biological aging -the exponential increase of mortality rate over time,
Networks with stochastic interactions give rise to Gompertzian aging
One of the key difference between machine aging and biological aging is the level of heterogeneity or noises in the systems [6, 5] . Machinery usually have exactly the same configuration for its components. In contrast, intracellular gene interactions are often inherently stochastic, especially given the limited number of molecules for many gene products. In this section, we will model active gene interactions with a binomial distribution. We assume that the chance of an essential gene's interaction to be active is p (Figure 3) . Following results of GG01 [5] , for a network with m essential genes that interacts with n non-essential genes, the mortality rate of the entire network is
where c is a normalization constant c = 1
is a parameter termed the initial virtual age of the system, IVAS [6, 5] . IVAS has the unit of time. Hence, the form of aging in Eq. 10 is a binomial model. When p = 1, we have IVAS=0 and µ net follows the Weibull model as previously described. If we focus on the earlier stage of aging when t t 0 , we will observe an exponential increase of the network mortality rate:
where
These results show that the exponential increase of mortality rate over age as in Eq. 3, the key characteristic of biological aging, can emerges from the proposed model gene networks without aging components. Therefore, we have demonstrated principally that cellular aging is an emergent property of the proposed stochastic gene network model. Similar to GG01 [5] , we can rearrange Eq. 12 and Eq. 13 to obtain
The above model can be used to explain the observed the Strehler-Mildvan correlation in both wild isolates of yeast and laboratory derivatives [19] . It can be seen that the Strehler-Mildvan correlation occurs if only n varies among different populations in a species, as argued by Gavrilov and Gavrilova [5] . For natural variation in yeast lifespan, change of n, the average number of interactions per essential gene is probably not very large in natural populations of yeast cells. It would be more biological relevant if change of p leads to the Strehler-Mildvan correlation in wild yeast cell populations.
We will use simulation to show that there is actually a reasonable range of p for approximately linear relationship of lnR ∼ G to occur, with regard to modeling cellular aging in yeast cells. For simulation, we chose 1000 essential genes that each interact with 4 non-essential genes, (n = 4 and m = 1000). We chose λ = 1/25 to mimic the replicative lifespan in wild isolates of yeast [19] . When G is between 0.1 and 0.9 which covers the range of natural variation [19] , there is a very good linear correlation of ln(R) ∼ G with R 2 = 0.97. The range [0.1,0.9] of G corresponds a range of [0.46, 0.88] of p. Hence, this simulation suggests that variation of p is a plausible factor for the observed Strehler-Mildvan correlation [19] , as long as it leads moderate change of G.
For laboratory strains, especially mutants, we can expect substantial change of n and/or p. For this simulation, we let n vary in [2, 20] and p in [0.01, 1.0], a linear correlation between ln(R) ∼ G can be observed when G is in [0.05, 0.9] with an R 2 that is often greater than 0.8. Hence, our model can reasonably explain the Strehler-Mildvan correlation in both wild isolates and laboratory strains of yeast.
Discussion
This work extends the block designed pathway-based reliability model into a modular gene network model. The inherent stochastic nature of gene interaction work is also recognized as a key factor in the emergence of Gompertzian like aging characteristic. This simple gene network model can account for several key features of biological aging, the exponential increase of mortality over time, the ubiquitous Strehler-Mildvan correlation, the plateau of mortality in late life, and the pleiotropic nature of aging. The pathwaybased reliability model shows that redundancy is the key reason for the emergence of aging. In gene networks, redundancy can be generalized to the concept of robustness. In general, biological robustness can defined as persistence of phenotypes in the presence of genetic, environmental, and stochastic variations. In the scope of cellular aging, robustness may refer to the maintenance of cellular homeostasis in the presence of perturbations. Because gene networks is an example of biological complexity, we argue that in general, aging is a emergent property of biological complexity.
It may be counter-intuitive to many that the rate of aging, as defined by the Gompertz coefficient in Eq. 13, increases when the active number of gene interactions increases (when p or n increases or both). It can be argued that more active gene interactions lead to more robust gene networks. Hence, our model predicts that more robust gene networks lead to faster rate of aging. This prediction is counter-intuitive because aging dynamics is partitioned into two Gompertz parameters, whereas the colloquial definition of aging contains information for both parameters. The Gompertz coefficient G reflects the transition phase in the survival curves. Large p and n lead to increased G but also decreased R, which will lead to extended plateau in the initial stage of life but more dramatic transition and a more sharper dying off phase in the survival curves. An intuitive example is to compare the survival curves of normal population and those of centenarians. The transition of the dying off phase in the centenarians is much sharper, indicating higher G value.
There is no question that our current model makes many simple assumptions, such as a fixed number of interactions per essential gene, independent gene interactions, a constant decaying rate of gene interaction function, end no interactions between essential genes. The point is that we do not need to invoke more complicated factors at the component level to explain the exponential increase of mortality rate at the system level. In other words, a stochastic gene interaction network with constant decaying rates at the component level is sufficient to explain the emergence of cellular aging. Our model essentially provides a parsimonious explanation for cellular aging. We are also aware that future work to incorporate dependent (cooperative) gene interactions and heterogeneous decaying rates at the component level may provide more practical guidances to experimental designs and interpretations. In fact, our model provides a framework to investigate the roles of many other factors in aging. In biology, new copies of gene/protein are often generated, old molecules are often removed, and some misfunctional molecules can even be repaired. Gene networks tend to display power-law configuration and error-tolerant features. We will incorporate renewal,repairs, and network configuration into our network reliability model of cellular aging in the future.
Overall, our network model offers a theoretic framework to explain the shared characteristics between replicative aging and chronological aging in yeast despite apparent differences in their involved gene pathways. By demonstrating the network emergent aspect of cellular aging and its connection to network robustness, we hope this work can persuade experimental biologists to examine cellular aging, especially yeast aging, from a new perspective.
